stork

- www.eid-stork.eu
- 7 work-packages
- Important ones:
  - WP5 - technology & architecture
  - WP6 - pilots
  - WP2 – law and policy
Stuff to keep and eye on...

- WP2
  - LoA (guess how many levels...)
- WP6
  - Student mobility usecase == €€€€
- WP5
  - Gateway architecture (arrrrrrgh)
Technology

- PEPS (pan european proxy)
  - SAML 2.0
  - Pseudonymity (!)
  - Attribute and LOA translation (!)
- MW
  - Common middleware for european citizen card
What should we do?

- Engage with your local stork rep
- Get working on (post-)pilot student mobility use-case asap.